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to glance over the probable etymology of the word, because
often it is just the history of a word that throws a surprising
light upon the nature of "the psychic factor underlying it.
In Old High German and in Anglo-Saxon, in short from
ancient times, ' Geist' or ' Cast' had the meaning of a super-
natural being in contradistinction to the body. According
to Kluge, the fundamental meaning of the word is not quite
certain, although there seem to be connexions with the old
Nordic ' geisa' to rage, with the Gothic ' Us-gaisyan', to be
beside orteself, with the Swiss-German ' uf-gaista', beside
oneself, and with the English ' aghast'. These connexions
are well substantiated through other figures of speech. For
a person ' to be seized with rage' means that something falls
on him, sits on him, rides him, that he is ridden by the? devil,
he is possessed, something has been shot into him, etc. In
the pre-psychological stage, and still in poetic language
which owes its effectiveness to its living primitiveness, affects
are often personified as demons. Thus, the state of being
in love is described as ' Cupid's arrow has struck him',
or ' Eros has thrown the apple of discord among men', etc.
If we are ' beside ourselves with rage' we are obviously no
longer identical with ourselves, but in the possession of a
demon or spirit.
The primordial atmosphere in which the word ' spirit *
came to birth lives in us still, though, of course, on a psychic
level somewhat below consciousness. As modern spiritualism
shows, it needs very little to bring that part of the primitive
mentality to the surface. If the etymological derivation,
in itself quite plausible, should prove true, then ' spirit'
in this sense would be an image of personified affect. When,
for example, a person is carried away by imprudent words
we say his tongue has run away with him, which is equivalent
to saying that his speech has.become an independent being
that has snatched him up and run off with him. Psycho-
logically we should say, every affect tends to become an
autonomous complex, to break away from1 the hierarchy

